HERE Environmental Zones

Avoid specific areas and provide alerts for places that prohibit certain vehicles.

HERE Environmental Zones is a data content product that indicates if an area is subject to restrictions based on environmental criteria—such as a range of vehicle classes not being able to enter a city center during certain times of the day.

The product offers polygons to enable visualization of the impacted areas on each map.

**Key industry use cases**

→ Transport & Logistics and Automotive

HERE Environmental Zones supports routing, navigation and map visualizations for areas that must be avoided.

---

**Comply with local regulations**
Restictions on road segments impacted by an environmental zone are included.

**Accurate routing**
Routing software is able to understand the roads affected by an environmental zone designation.

**Detailed and updated**
Using local contacts and insights, content is created in cooperation with road authorities and local governments.

Want to talk? We do, too. [Get in touch here.](#)
Product features

HERE Environmental Zones consists of a map component and detailed accessibility information including:

→ Environmental Zone Polygon
→ Environmental Zone Condition
→ Environmental Zone ID
→ Environmental Zone XML (look-aside file containing access details for each zone – including emission regulations, restricted vehicle types and restriction times)

About HERE
HERE, a location data and technology platform, moves people, businesses and cities forward by harnessing the power of location. By leveraging our open platform, we empower our customers to achieve better outcomes – from helping a city manage its infrastructure or a business optimize its assets to guiding drivers to their destination safely. To learn more about HERE, including our new generation of cloud-based location platform services, visit http://360.here.com and www.here.com.

Data format
→ RDF
→ FGDB
→ NAVSTREETS
→ GDF

Coverage
Available in 19 countries and territories globally